Kitchens

Houzz Call: Show Us Your Best Kitchen
Innovation
Did you take kitchen functionality up a notch this year? We want to see your best solutions for the hardest-working
room in the house

Mary Jo Bowling
Houzz Editorial Staff; writer, reader, serial remodeler.
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What are you working on?
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ou could make a case for this statement: Where there is work to be done, there you will find innovation. Few

Give this house curb appeal!
Hello all - I am going to begin
flipping this house...
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(if any) other rooms work harder than the kitchen. We want to see your innovative solutions that have made

kitchens better, smarter and more productive. Please upload your smart projects in the Comments below, and we
will pick a few hardworking kitchens to profile in an in-depth way.
We are looking for kitchen perfection: A great
material mix, genius ideas and a high-functioning

Exterior help!!!
Any suggestions on what we
should do for siding, roof,...
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layout. Some examples: Interior designer Kristina
Crestin was asked to make a kitchen that would
work whether two or 20 people were cooking. She
answered the challenge by crafting a space that
has separate zones that keep cooks (or would-be
cooks) from colliding.
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Dealing with kitchen corners is always a tricky business. Crestin solved the age-old problem with corner drawers
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made with angled fronts.
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Related Products 2
Kitchen Studio: Kansas City

Those are the kinds of ideas we are seeking.
Another example is found in this project by Kitchen
Studio: Kansas City. The homeowners wanted a
space that was composed of glamorous elements
(mirrored tile and a demicabinet for art display) and
outfitted with practical features.

The demicabinet is used to display art and fresh flowers on top, but open the doors and you’ll find pullout shelves
and electric outlets, so the homeowners can access their appliances without bending and lifting, and in some
cases without having to take them out and set them on the counter.

Octave Pattern Asian
Statuary With Athens
Gray
Dot
$15.99

Kalorik Black iSense
Food Scale
$39.99

Waldon Leather Dining
Chairs, Ivory, Set of 2
$159.99

Piazza Pattern Dark
Emperador Blend
Marble Tiles
$15.95

Glass Mosaic Tile, 1
Square Foot
$16.75

Mother Of Pearl Silver
Tile
$17.99

